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OI! so we flow move to the petition of Belinda Hodson aad the Thyroid
Association of New Zealand: Help thytoid patients get treatment that wotks.
S7elcome. So you've probably seen how we roll. S(/e've got 15 minutes fot
your submission. Also, if we get a few more questions, we can go for a slightly
longer pedod of time, butwe've set aside 15 minutes, and then we've got the
ministry to follow on aftetwards with their presentation. So I'11hand over to
you to introduce your team.

Thankyou, Dt Craig. I(ia ora koutou. !7e rcally appteciate that this is the first
time we get to be heard. So, thank you. I'm Belinda. This is Ann Bradley,
Louise Champion, Isabel Bennett. I'm goillg to be speaking to you and taking
questions, and they'te suppoting me.

Thousands of patients feel vulnerable today because our health is at stake.

S7e've spent six yeam knocking on the doots of agencies like the Ministry of
Health, qfing to taise awareoess that patients aren't getting the hetp they
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need. Our position is backed up by international patient petitions and
endocdne authorities like Anthony Toft, who is highly respected worldwide.
However, agencies like the ministry have closed the door on us, and that's
why we'te hete.

Thyroid disease has many causes, affecting people of all ages and

ethnicities-80 to 90 perceflt are women. It is more common than diabetes

and heart disease. Left unteated, thyroid disease influences onset of illnesses

like cancer and heatt disease. One hundred and foty-six thousand New
Zealand patients take thyroid medication al:,d are on this fot life because there
is no cure. Iil/e believe 70,000 patients or people out there remain
undiagnosed. You've got our submission. Hete's the problem.

In New Zealand, diagnostic and treatrnent pracdces are maintained through
medical training and ongoing education. These work for some patients, but
they don't work for all patients. Endocrinologists in Ametica, Britain, and
Europe recognise this and, woddwide, thyroid diagnosis and ffeatment is
undergoing change. But New Zealand is laggrng behind. This leaves patients
with a problem, and there are two types of problems.

The frst is that thousands of patients have found alternative teatments that
work much better for them. Howevet, these tteatments are unaffordable to
many, and those patients who can afford them fear being taken off them. Not
all doctors know about them, because they are not taught about them. Those
that do feel thev have to prescribe under the tadar because of fear of
unauthorised practice. For example, the four of us and 10,000 hypothyroid
patients only get symptom relief on medications containing thyroid hormone
T3. rJTe've had terible ttouble fi.di"g a prescriber. On the standard
treatment, Levothytoxine, I suffered hafu loss, debilitating fatigue, weight
gain, btain fog, low blood pressure, high cholesterol, crlppling pain, and many
other symptoms. Sustaining employment was difficult. Changing my
medicadon to T3 turned this around, and I've been symptom-fiee for 73

yeafs.

T3 is not Pharrnac-funded; Levothyroxine is. I pay $14,000 every yeat for
treatmefl.t, and I don't get inswance eithet. W'e fear that once our doctors
retire, the next clinician who takes over will switch us back to Levothyroxine
or reduce our dose of T3, fotcing us back to a life of terrible symptoms. V/e
have good reason to be afraid, because the Medical Council did exacdy this
to padents ln 2014.

That's the first Soup of patients. Then there's the second gtoup. Thousands
of hlpo- and hypethyroid patients don't know their care is being
mismanaged, because their GPs don't know that what they are told to do is
suboptimal. And because the doctor doesn't know, they teIl patients thet
symptoms are the "flev/ rrormaf'. Many are told symptoms are due to other
causes. This includes patients making up or imagining their symptoms. Some

accuse patients of non-compliance with their medication. Others test patients
for other illness ot ply them with Pharmac-funded medications or therapies
like antidepressants that doo't wotk. Patients who ask for alternadve
tfeatments are told "it's dangerous", "thefe afe no studies", "stop reading
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pseudo-scieflce", or "patients who report benefits on T3 are hysterical". This
is degrading. The four of us have all been thete. It took 15 years, seeing eight
doctots and endocdnologists, before I got a diagnosis.

Our association educates patients to ask doctors for the right blood tests and
treatrnents. We he$ thousands of patients do this. Two thousand, one
hundred and forty-seven doctors have prescdbed alternative thyroid
tteatments because they tecognise that standard treatrneflts don't work for all
patients. No ooe knows the cost of misman*ged care. It's not being
measuted. We think the cost of consults, tests for other illness, and Pharmac-
funded medications that don't help patients i* big. Studies that monitor the
impact of medical practice on patients have not been done either.

The dght doctor education, widening access to T3, and thyroid hotmone tests
could reduce the overall cost to &e health system and return patients to good
health and employment like the four of us. Instead, Neur Zealandis going in
the opposite direction. Proposed changes to the Medicines Act aim to further
restrict access to T3, and it is difficult fot doctors to order thyroid hormone
tests in most circumstances.

The Ministry of Health is up next. They might tell you that thyroid disease is
uocommoo, but Levothyroxine, the standard treatnent for hypothyroidism,
is one of the most frequently used drugs woddwide. They might tell you they
know diagnosis and ftea ent is undergoing change, but won't authodse
alternative approaches until there is conclusive proof. Endoctinologists in
Ametica, Britain, and Eutope say withh"ldiog altemative treattnents while
waiting for gold-standard proof carrses han.In Britain, endocdnologlsts say

that when T3 is withdrawn, the hypothyroid symptoms that retum are so
sevete that some patients contemplate suicide.

The ministry might insist that padents' complainls on the standard treatrnent
is always due to other physical arrd psychological causes. This has been
disproven by endocrine authorities in Americ4Bitita, and Europe. That's
why endocdnologrsts in other countties ate ptescribing alternative treatments
but New Zealatdis laggillg behind.

And, finally, the ministry might defend the status quo or say their experts are

mote authoritative tlan ours. In February 2027, endocrinologists who
develop guidelines in Amedca, Brit2in, and Europe published consensus
statements that suppotr our case. The ministry and other agencies we've
apptoached have failed to meaningfirlly engage with the medical evidence we
cite.

To this, we also say: where does the patient's voice sit in all of this? It won't
he$ patients to maintain the status quo. It won't he$ patients if guidelines
and medical traifling are reviewed wi&out input from our association, the
doctots who ate helping us, and unbiased oygl5ight.

So finally, this brings us to you. lTithout your help, the situation won't
change. We face tle same problems as endometrj.osis patients and patients
harmed by surgical mesh. Petliament helped these patients by encouraging
the Ministry of Health to hear ftom patients about their experiences. A
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restorative justice process followed, taising awareness at the Medical Council
and Royal Australasian College of Physicians that mesh protocols practised
by their membets wete harming patients-and remember, they didn't think
they were harming patients before they petitioned Parliament. \Ve face the
same problems, and we are asking Padiament to encourage the ministry to
run these processes for thytoid patients. Raised awarefless is needed as

impetus fot change. This really will he$ us.

We understand it's hard to hear things aterr'twotking, and we're empathetic.

We want to leave blame behind and work in good faith with medical

professionals and the Ministry of Health on solutions so that all patients get
the help they need and doctots use approaches that work fcrr everyone. rJTe

hope the Ministty of Health do too and help you help us to make this happen.

Thank you. Thank you for your submission. I've got a couple of questions
here.

Firstly, thank you all very much. I can sense it in the way in which you talk
and ardculate and the significant amount of infotmati.on that you've ptovided
that vou guys are on a lifelong crusade-I think would be the right wotd-in
order to improve this situation. You said, "'lMhere does the patient's voice
sit?" ril7ell, the patient's voice needs to sit in the cenfte of the system in terms

of health. I think we would all agtee atound this table that that is critically
important. So to aticulate what you're wanting ftom the mrnistry, very
clearly, is you are asking for an inqutry into thyroid diagnosis and treatment.

Yes.

Is that corect? Just be very clear. Walking out of here today, when the
ministry come in after you, what do you want?

\X&at we want-yes, we do want an inquiry. \Mhat we want is two things.
There is actually a telationship problem between the endocrinologists, who
developed the guidelines and medical training, and the padents, and there
isn't a lot of listening, and so that relationship needs to be healed. So that's
why we are asking the Ministry of Health to give patients like us an

opportunity to tell our stories, so they become a\^/are of the reality for the
patients who don't get what they need.

A restorative justice process followed for mesh patients after they did that,
and we think that that wili help us, because what they did is they got people
from the Medical Council and the Royal College of Physicians to actually sit
there and listen to the reality for patients who didn't get the help that they
need. And patients ate being harmed, and they don't acknowledge it. They
don't want to acknowledge it because they"i,e been doing the same thing for
the last 30 years, and that needs to change. I hope that answets your question.

Thank you very much, Madam Chat. Mv question is sort of along similar
lines, so if you can fteat it essentially as a supplementalT to that of my
colleague. Again though, please allow me to salute you fot your advocacy and

Penk
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yorlr courage, indeed, in speaking to your petition. Obviously, it affects you
personally but also frafry,maoy others.

I suppose my question's a slightly diffeteot ang1e, ftom the point of view that
I don't undetstand from reading your submi5si611-i1 might be something
that l,ve missed. Is it simply a.lack of understandirg ir teffis of, you know,
that connection between those who are presctibing-it's ptobably the wtong
wotd, but, you know, setting the policy, essentially-versus the lived
experience? Is there a reason fot that? I mean, is it a cost pressrffe, so fat as

you carr understand, or is it that you haven't been able to have yout voice
heard sufficiently to be taken setiously in that way?

It's all of those things. Also, one of the things that Toft says, who's right at
the top of the food chain, is that the motivation fot the curent guidelines
and education we have has not followed the notmal path fot other medical
diseases. So if you look at all the science of thpoid physiology, thete's a lot
mote sitting out tlere that hasn't been incorporated into the design of
mndomised conftol '''als, and the patient's voice hasn't been put into that
either. People like myself who don't do well on the standard ffeatnent-we
have not been propedy studied.

oK.

So those ate big factors. So the listening is really imFortant. And at the
momeflq thete's a lot of argument in the intetnational endocdnology
community about reseatch, because a lot has come out in the last decade

challenging what's been histotically done. So tlat's why it's even more
important that patients Iike us are listened to.

Understood. That's h+frrL Thank you.

And we represent thousands of patients.

Thank you, Madam Chair. Sory, did you want to ,64 .66sthing?

I was just going to say that out practitionet education is telated to that as we[
so there's a lack of-
So it's'Jitemlly in medical schools to teach.

They don't understand iq y"p.

Thete is a verf, vety small amount of education that is ptovided.

I can say that 30 yeats ago, I got befter treatrrent ftom a GP, a more thorough
examination, that I wouldn't get nou/ because they're not traifled in it. And
my mother, who had the s2111s ssnditi6n-5he was on a bettet treatrnent and
bettet fteated than I am oow. So a lot s being lost. The rules have changed-
it's got worse. !7e expect in the modem day and age for our treatarent to be
much imptoved.

It's iust disheartening but a helpful detail. Thank you.

Thank you so much fot yout very comptehensive submission and for your
courage and advocacyin coming forward. That's much appreciated. I actually
hr..d. an approach from a consdtuent with this paricular issue, so I'm
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particularly interested in this. And I iust wanted to ask-and this is probably
one of those daft questions, right? Is there a simple and inexpensive way to
determine whether Levothyroxine is going to work for patients who are

diagnosed wi& thyroid disorders?

Yes, you trial them on medication. So you ' 'al them on the medication, but
it's not-thyroid disease is very very complex. So a lot of the doctors that
really know how to do this in New Zealand----ard there's less than 20 of them,
and they're about to retire-they go through a lot of syrptom assessmeflt,

physical exam. The blood tests don't pick up all the symptoms. Then they go
into the blood tests. Then they start with ooe medication. If it doesn't worh
then they move to another one. So it s quite a staged process. Yeah.

So you're perhaps advocating for more specialist care 
^t 

that point?

Yeah. f mean, my doctot is a specialist. FIe's flot afl endocdnologist, but he
specialises in this. And, you know, it's a really-111e physiology is really, really
complex because it's a hotmone. So, you know, he's spent years wotking with
patients and studying and reading and leaming afld trialliflg. You know, I
know that thete's real medical professionals like to my right. Let's just run
this test and get a fteatrreflt because they're time-pressured, right? But
tchtalLy,it's a lot more complex than that. Yeah.

One of the other problems that I've struck ovet the yeats-as I said, I've
been a patient since I was in my eatly 20s-&ey now don't run the fi.rll gamut
of tests. So they're relying on a TSH test. If it's in a notmal range between A
and B, you're fine and the other tests aren't done. So my doctot will send for
a TSH tesq a T4, and aT3, and the local DHB will iust do the TSH test and
they won't do the othet tests. So othet people anetr'tgetting the fullraflge.

OK. Well, thank you very much for a very comprehensive submission. Now,
you'te welcome to stay for the ministry's presentation nexg and obviously
we'll have some questions ttrere as well. So thank you very much.

Thank you ve{y much.

Andrew, welcome and thank you for attending. So we've set aside 15 minutes
for your submission, and we would love to have some time for questions
during that. I'll hand over to you to introduce youtself.

Thanks, Madam Chait. Andtew Connolly. For the cornmittee's knowledge, I
am a general sufgeorr and therefore odginally trained in endocdne disease,

trut I don't practise as a specialist in that area. I'm in an acring role at the
ministty. I'm employed by Counties Manukau DHB.

I'd fitst like to acknowledge the petitionets, and I suspect we'll find that ftom
a clinical point of view I have a lot of commonality with their comments.

For the benefit of the c6tnmittes, just &e history-and as you're awa;te,

Pharmac make the decisions. In 2A78,I'm advised thatPhatmaclastexploted
*his issue, and at that stage we know the result was flot to recofirmend the
fu"di"S of T3 or anything other than T4. The importance, I thinh of time
has been, as weVe heard, that the wodd has moved somewhat, and there is
this growing knowledge that some patients----and I don't know the
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ptoportion, but some patients-actually lack Ln eflzymLe to allow the
breakdown of T4 to T3. Hence why, I think, some patients are gaining benefit
ftom T3. I should also state that I did chair the Medical Council. I was

involved in discussions around one practitioner and, in fact, we found no case

to answer. So I just put that on the tecord. Possibly a pmctitioner who has

been refeteil to here.

The history of intoduction of new drugs and technology obviously should,

ftom a medical standpoin! involve tandomised conftolled trials. I would
agree with the petitioaers that a criticism of many of the trials have been that
they did not go on to sub-analyse or furthet explore that group of patients

who failed to have benefit ftom T4. There is, and indeed the Tfuimid

publication in February of this year does refet to ongoing ttials in that zrea.

Pharmac have advised they would be open to teceive a flew application, and

they use the temr "if new evidence can be considered'. I don't know
the time ftame for those trials, but, in summary, it does, I think, raise

important questions about how new fteatmerits are introduced and changes

made to aw arr:ly of phatmaceutical items. The Pharnac review may be

another oppornrnity for the petitiones to taise coflcerfls.

In terms of lab tes''ng, it is correct that if the TSH, which is a market of
thyroid function, is in the nonrral range, most laboratories without a specialist

endocrinologist tequest will not test fot T3. T3 andT4 is available toutinely
if requked and, I'm infotmed, is toutinely provided in cases of overactive

thyroid disease. Internationally, yes, various international agencies certainly
cover the tole of T3, and it's flot seen as witchctaft. It's, I thiflk, simply 

^ 
c se

of how it fits into the New Zealand heal& system and how the funding
atfaflgements curtently are problematic.

The concern clinically ftom endocdnologists-----and this is anecdotal-is the
overactivity of the thyroid, of course, is as risky as underactivity, and therefote
there are coocefns about patients not being adequately monitoted and so

forth, which I think taises the debate around whethet the lab tests ate the

most effective way forward. So, hopefirlly, rhat has he$ed the committee
understand where we curently ate. But Phatmac are happy to teconsidet.
Thank you.

So in terrns of the relationships with the patient being at the centte of-you
know, having a voice and thinking about clinical guidelines, clinical pathways,

where are we up to in terms of updating those and coasideting new evidence?

A very good question. Thaak you. Obviously, the patient should be the centre

of any of these discussions. I think in public practice and fot any patient who
does not have the temotest chance of that type of cost that we've heard about,

probably, unfortunately, the discussion does focus on treatmelLts that are

available and funded. However, the Health and Disability Commission did
some years ago make it clear that we ltave an obligation to raise options that
patients may wish to considet, including non-funded fteatmeflts.

In terms of the guidelines, the Best Practice Advocacy Centte out of Otago
handle guidelines for general ptactice. The Royal Australasian College of
Physicians, via their endocdne section, would handle the guidelines fot
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endocdnology practice. The rcle I can provide at the ministry is through
meeting with the colleges and to stimulate this discussion. Similady with the
Medical CounciJ, because the council, in coniunction with the Australian
Medical Cound credential the specialist taining colleges.

Flete, that,would include exclusively the role of our Medical Council
regarding genetal ptactice. Histotically, those processes have not got into the

"itty-gotty 
of &e cutticula of each college. It's more around their ability to

ftain and theit effectivefless as ftainets. But I think when accreditation does
occur, thete ate opportunities fot patient groups to feed into those processes,
and f'm very happy to taise with the council how they advertise that
opportunity. I'm not sure when the general practice college is next due, and
the RACP is probably rrithin tle next couple of yearc.

Thanks Andrew. I'd like to acknowledge the petitioners today as well. So my
backgtound is a GP. I've trcated many of our thyroid disotders in the
community. My question is: iust in terms of the speciality of endocdnokrry,
what is your sense then-maybe I've missed &at in your talk---of where they
sit at the momeflt then in terms of the evidence? I know our petitionets have

presented o1r olle pupeL So I guess, is thete a corrseflsus from the
endocrinologists at this point?

Broadly speaking the ones I've spoken to in preparaion. for today arc
certainly more coflservadve and ate awaiting the trials, and I think that
highlights the concercs of the petitioners. I thiflk we're quite well served for
endocrinoloW LS 

^workforce. 
A lot of their thyroidwotk is involved around

calrcet diagnosis and working up thyroid nodules and so foth. I think, as we
heard from the peddonets, one of the problems with paticuJarly an
undemctive thyroid-and I'm sure you saw this in clinical pmctice-is
whethet we believe the lab tests, if you're ofl the fringe of the normal range
of the lab test. And I think that's where differences between the
endocrinology community and the curent practitionets who are prescdbing
T3 probably statts to lie around $a1-21s you bettet to be in the high normal
versus the low oorrnal and that type of debate. Frankly, I doa't see afl obvious
solution to that debate until probably we see beftet evidence from the tdals.

Bradley/Hodson Come and talk to us.

'Watts Look, I guess I'm encoutaged to hear, Andrew, in terms of the review by
Phatmac in tetms of the fr-diog being pa:1. of a soludon hete, and I'm keen
to see that progress through. Also around &e clinical pathway aspect. I thiflh
you know, you think about tiple thetapy in other aspects. What is that type
of pathway so that we've got standard c re 1fr. terrns of teducing vadation is
2|s6 important. I guess clinically, iust fot us around the table, what is the
collsequence on individuals of not managing a thyroid disotder? Because I
understand mental health, hypothyroidism--all of &ar Can you give us a 30-
second flavour of the social consequence of why this is importaflt?
'$7ell, it can be catastrophic. If you're hypothpoid, you completely lack
energy; don't want to get out of bed, which statrs to affect your mental
wellbeing; faling asleep at work; weight gain. Afld obviously, if you'te
pregnant and you'te hypothytoid, the fetus is at significant risk. At the other

Leavasa
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end, hyperthyroidism has maiot effects on particulatly the heart. And one of
the concems about this debate atound berng in the high-tange versus the
mid-range comes atound what s called atrial fibrillation, which is where the
heart beats iregulady, which can predispose to sftokes and so forth.
Ovemcdve thyroid, again, can lead to mental health issues. A bit like that
rabbit in the headlights is probably the easiest way of descdbing it:
hypetactive, so o1l and so foth.

As we heard with the petitioners, I think there's general acceptance, including
ftom the endocdne community, that there ate patients fot whom T4 is not
necessarily the solution ot hasn't wotked as desired. I thiflk my petsonal
feeling is that getting the issue around whether T3 should be funded is
ptobably the key f*ctot, as opposed to a complete lack of undetstanding
about the role of T3.

Thank you fot your clarification.

Thank you. Now, we are at time, so thank you for yout time, and thank you,
Belinda and team, fot raising this issue with us. And thank you, An&ew, fot
coming and ptesenting. \7e will take the time now to considet your
submissioas. Thank you very much.

conclusion of evidence


